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ABSTRACT 

The increase in the environmental problem has drawn the attention toward the use of renewable source of 

energy. Solar energy can be harnessed through a variety of methods put forward by researchers. The parabolic 

dish collector is a promising technique due to high efficiency and low optical losses .In the present paper the 

parabolic dish collector is developed for the sensible water heating. The experiment is conducted with single 

concentrator and concentrator in series. It is found that greater temperature of fluid in receiver is achieved with 

help of concentrator in series .There is significant increase in efficiency is noted.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
The past recent decade has witness the use of fossil fuel for the energy needs due to its availability and ease of 

use[1-2]. The extensive use and its effect to the earth have raised alarm [3-4].Renewable energy can be defined 

as that form of energy which can be used without affecting the environment. It has property to replenish after a 

certain interval of time [5]. Sun is the prime source of energy which is source of tidal energy, wind energy, 

geothermal energy etc. [6]. However the radiation coming from sun is not properly harnessed. The solar energy 

is present in abundant amount and environment friendly as compare to other form of energy [7]. There are many 

existing technology to harness the solar energy. It is found that concentrated solar technology has great 

capability to meet the thermal and electrical demand [8-10]. The parabolic dish collector is a type of 

concentrating collector. It uses parabolic dish shaped mirror to focus the solar energy for heating purpose [11]. 

The receiver is placed in the focal point of parabolic dish collector. The parabolic dish collector incorporated in 

USA is producing power in the range of 7-25 KW. The parabolic can produce electricity by the use of Stirling 

[12] and Brayton [13] engine attached to the receiver. The parabolic dish collector can be used for water heating 

too. Many of the researcher have used parabolic dish collector for sensible water heating, cooking, water 

distillation [14]. 

In this paper parabolic comparison between single and series parabolic dish collector is made. The performance 

is studied in terms of temperature obtained in a half hourly basis and the efficiency of the system. The 

experiment is conducted in both arrangement and result is analysed. 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PROCEDURE 

 

The experimental setup consists of following equipment as listed in table 1. The purpose of concentrator is to 

concentrate the incoming sunlight to the receiver. A reflective material made of aluminium foil is pasted over the 

aperture of steel parabolic dish. The aperture area of parabolic dish is 0.283 m
2
. The receiver is spherical tank 

made of aluminium having capacity of 5 litres is used for experiment. The receiver absorbs the reflected 

radiation from the concentrator. Three temperature indicators are used for the measurement of temperature of 

receiver water, ambient and concentrator. The volume of liquid used in receiver is 2 litres. Firstly the experiment 

is conducted with single concentrator, and then repeated with concentrator in series. 

 
Fig 1: Pictorial representation of parabolic dish collector in series 

Table 1: List of equipment’s used in setup of parabolic solar dish collector 

Serial no Items 

01. Reflector/ Concentrator 

02. Receiver/ Reservoir 

03. Pyranometer 

04. Thermocouple /  Temperature indicator 

Governing equation [15] 

ὴ pdc=

m×C p×(tf − ti)

τ

I A conc

         (1) 
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Where  ὴ pdc is efficiency of parabolic dish collector system , m is mass of liquid in tank, ti is 

temperature of receiver tank at the start of period,  tf is the temperature   of receiver tank after  finish 

of period , τ  is time period  and cp is specific heat of liquid present in the receiver, irradiation  I  and 

area of the concentrator A conc . 

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Variation of Temperature of  liquid inside the reservoir 

The parabolic dish collector along with the receiver is kept in open atmosphere .The temperature of water 

containing 2 litre volumes is noted in interval of half an hour .The temperature increases rapidly up to 1:30 

hours there after the temperature decreases. The temperature curve is parabolic in nature. The maximum 

temperature achieved in a single parabolic dish collector is 80 ˚C. It is justified by statement that during the 

early morning the intensity of solar radiation is low .As the day proceed the intensity goes on increasing but up 

to noon. Thereafter the intensity falls down. So the temperature increases first then reaches peak at noon and 

then fall. 
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Fig 2 : Variation of final temperature of  2 liter water present in reciever  with time in hours 

 The experiment is again repeated with the two concentrator put in series .There is improvement in performance. 

The maximum temperature of hot water is found to be 90˚C. As the no of concentration of concentrator 

increases, the greater amount of radiation received by receiver. The reflector reflects greater solar energy .Hence 

greater temperature is obtained as compare to the single concentrator. However the Temperature obtained is not 

that much promising because of loss to the surrounding. At higher temperature the losses are more prominent. 
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Fig 3 : Variation of final temperature of  2 liter water present in reciever and concentrator in series with time in 

hours 
 

 
3.2 Variation of Efficiency with day  

The variation of efficiency is calculated at different temperature with the help of governing equation. The 

average efficiency obtained at day period is plotted against respective day.  The single collector has increasing 

trend while series have decreasing trend over the day. However if we compare in a single day, It is found that the 

efficiency of series collector is greater as compare to the single collector because of greater capacity to harness 

solar energy in case of parabolic dish collector connected in series and with 2 litre volume is 54.6% depicted in 

Fig 4(a) and with collector in series with 2 litre volume is 62.4% illustrated in Fig 4 (b). 
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Fig 4 : (a)Efficiency of single parabolic dish collector (b) Efficiency of parabolic dish collector in series 
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4. CONCLUSION 

The present paper has studied parabolic dish collector in series successfully. The present study focuses the 

parameter temperature and efficiency with respect to time. The maximum temperature obtained with single 

concentrator is 80 ˚C while with two concentrator in series is 90 ˚C. As the number of concentrator increases the 

temperature of fluid inside the receiver is also increased. But the increase in temperature is not promising 

because of losses at higher temperature.  It can be reduced by use of high insulation to the system to avoid the 

leakage of heat. There is also need to design reflector so that it can reflect maximum amount of solar power and 

least absorb it. The efficiency achieved with single solar collector is 54.6% and with double concentrator in 

series is 62.4 %. It is the indication of successful use of concentrator in series. 
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